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Application of the self-clinging climbers IVY and WILD WINE on buildings has so far been 

limited by the frequent pruning effort. Recently  a system has been developed to delimit 

the growth of ivy and wild wine. A metal frame fixed on the wall, charged with an elec-

trical pasture fencing system, delimits the plant growth. The leaves will slightly touch 

the frame and withdraw till a distance of about 1 cm. This basic version of the delimiter 

system is patented in 2005 in D, FR, UK, NL and B. It has been CE registered, and has 

proven adequate functioning for more than 8 years. The aluminium frame is electrically 

isolated from the wall with recycled rubber. The aluminium can be coated.

With the University KULEUVEN (B) and Textile Competence Center CENTEXBEL (B) an 

advanced application has been developed : IVY can cling on some textiles and still be 

delimited in growth based on a revised mechanism. This delimiter system has been pat-

ented in 2015 for EU and US. More textile types will be tested soon and architectural de-

sign will start. The advanced application of the growth delimiter allows to renovate build-

ings at low cost, but also to create a green façade for new buildings. In this way cheap 

building/renovating is combined with the multiple benefits for the urban environment : 

cooling the surrounding air by evapotranspiration (preferably by the wide-standing adult 

stadium of ivy), wall protection against sun radiation and heavy rain (adult ivy offers a 

large buffer), absorption of fine dust and other particles, biodiversity. Besides the psy-

chological impact the nearby dwellings take profit of the green view : a greened street 

is like a rest place in town. The physical advantages of an ivy covered wall have been 

studied thoroughly (e.g. TUDelft (NL) and IIT Chicago) but frequent pruning of the plant 

precluded application.

The basic version of the delimiter can easily be mounted and is currently available on 

stock in various types and colours. As the system will mostly be installed in higher parts 

of the building, use of a crane is mandatory. In many cases the basic system will be ap-

plied to reduce the pruning effort for an existing ivy or wild wine. On the other hand, de-

limiting these plants offers opportunities to green large surfaces, and even to change the 

building concept : rough walls will be covered by ivy in a short period of time.

IVY and WILD WINE delimited in the growth by aluminium frame

IVY : (1) minimal contact to delimit the growth   (2) polypropyleen textile is an adequate substratumIVY : juvenile stadium sticks to the wall – adult stadium wide-standing


